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MA IS A NUN, AS I AM

WIN EMMONS
Waco, Texas
Xx xxx xxx Xxx'x xxxxxxxx, Xxx provide a feast in honor of Pharaoh's home schooling, Rodney
Xxxxxxxxx xxx xx x xxx Italian composer and wife behave immorally at a mountain pass
Xxxxxxx, Xxx? would you like some saffron-seasoned rice in a meat sauce?
Xx xx Xxx: xxxxxxxx Diana's take on former Notre Dame coach: everyone's out to get him
Xxxx xxxx xxxxx Xx Albert was bothered when his potato didn 't arrive on time
Xx xxxxx xx x xxx the two of us are extremely agitated while sitting in church
Xx, xx xxxxx xx xxx xx xxxx, Xxx I disagree, Donald let the kid have the Mexican food!
Xx, Xxx: Xxxxx'x xx Xxxxxxxx Eleanor and Olivia, this Cleveland pitcher's no whaling novelist
X xxx X xxxx, Xxxxxxxx chariot driver tells Roman emperor why he can't repair the wheel
Xxx xxx Xxx xxx x xxxxxx my marijuana-smoking friend Adaline owned a portable computer
Xxxxx! X xxx Xxxx! what was it like to fall from the Matterhorn?
Xx, Xxxx, xx xxxxx? Roman statesman is questioned about his refusal of Mexican food
Xxxx x xxxxxx the reason for the Bible's first murder
Xxxx, Xx, Xxxx xxxxxxxxxx contemplate, Ebenezer, this Sicilian volcano before the war
Xxxxxxx xx Xxx, Xxx this bookstore chain is Communist, Robert
Xxx, xxx xxxx xxxxx xx xxxx Dee, the razor sharpener on the left needs replacement by us
Xxxx xxx Xxxx'x, Xxx Margaret is told that the jewels belong to Vera
Xxxx xxxxxxxx newspaper headline: delicatessen is violently attacked
Xx! Xxx xx Xxxx be quiet! speak softly to NY Times founder Adolph
Xxxxxx xxxxxxx despotic rulers of a Greek city-state
XXXx, Xxx, xxx xx xxxxxxx Robert, there's no active marijuana ingredient atop Russian soup
Xx, xx Xxxx xxxxxxxxx? question to Evelyn regarding the extreme ugliness ofLupe
Xxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx unlawful tune of an early Christian sect
Xxx'x Xxxxxxxx xxx xxx xxxx xxx? will not Plato's mentor at once utilize the price of bitumen?
Xxxx, Xxxxx xx xx xxxxxxx xxxxx Clinton's AG is told this Russian leader is an isolated jerk
Xxx, xxxx! Xxxx xxx! my goodness, such barking! have the canine fixed!
Xxxxxxxx X xxxx, Xxx Xxx! egad, Reginald, my lousy verses are now placed in folders
Xxxx Xxxxx, Xxxxx xxxx the friends of Groucho's brother are told to slap a TV personality
Xxxx xx xxxxx xx Xxxx don't refurbish an Eskimo boat on a German river
Xx, xxxxxxxxx xxx X xxxx Evelyn, I'm fond of this tooth from a 30-million-year-old wheel
Xxxxx xxx xxxxx, Xxxx! Letterman, get out of the way of the antelope with a quick jump!
Xxxxxxxxxx? Xxx xx! tennis player at net challenges confident opponent to hit ball over his head
Xx xxxx xx x xxx, Xxx Mother expectorated at a gratuity, Samuel
"Xx" xx xxx xxxxxxxx negative answer to question " is the pond safe to skate on?"
Xx, xx xxx xxxxxxx? Edward, is the marijuana on deck?
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